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 Temperature        Rainfall Recorded 
 Average minimum:  13.4˚C  (55.1˚F)          For the period:  3 mm 
 Average maximum: 29.8˚C (85.6˚F)               For the year to date:  857,5 mm 
 Minimum recorded: 9.0˚C (48.2˚F)          
 Maximum recorded: 37.0˚C  (98.6˚F)        
 
 

Life goals Article by Ross Couper 

 
It was a hot afternoon and we had been exploring the western sections along the river, in search of an elusive 
leopard. From a distance we could see an elephant cow, strangely on her own, and from our elevated point we 
scanned across and saw that she was circling a particular area. We went around the corner en route to the 
elephant cow to see what was causing her to move backwards and forwards in the road. It was a sighting that 
we did not expect. A young elephant calf was trailing behind the female but it was evident that there was 
something wrong. The young calf showed signs of poor development, possibly as a result of premature birth, 
deformity or an injury during birth. 



The young calf dragged its legs, at times not 
being able to keep up with the large female.  
 
After returning to the lodge I showed the video 
footage to the guiding team to allow for their 
interpretation of the incident. It was noted that the 
elephant calf was seen with another female a few 
days earlier and the large female that was 
accompanying the calf during the sighting was a 
female that had seemingly adopted the young 
calf. The female elephant was not lactating and 
it's possible that the calf's mother may have 
deserted it due to its injury. The young calf 
struggled to keep up with the larger cow and often 
collapsed on the ground. Finally, once reaching 
the large cow, the young calf stretched up to try 
and suckle, but it was just too weak to stand.  
 
We watched the female move backwards towards 
the calf, and then try to continue on her route. A 
variety of vocalisations from the cow indicated a 
great deal of stress as to why the calf could not 
keep up.  
 
We decided to leave them to minimise any impact 
and avoid adding to their stress.  
 
Why is there such a strong connection between 
humans and elephants, particularly young calves? 
Is it because of their size, their quaint 
characteristics, or the fact that they are so 
incredibly endearing as babies, tripping over little 
wobbly trunks that seem to serve no useful 
purpose other than get in the way? 

  
Or is it, perhaps, because elephants are 'human' animals, encompassed by an invisible aura that reaches deep 
into the human soul in a mysterious and mystifying way? Many wild species are indeed more ancient, more 
complex and, in many ways, more sophisticated than man. In terms of nature they are near faultless because 
they remain within the ordered scheme of nature and live as nature intended. They are honed by a natural 
selection over millennia; they should be respected and revered. With all the diverse species living in these 
preserved tracts of land, the most respected and revered should be the gentle giants that roam these wild areas 
- not only are they the largest terrestrial mammal, but also the animal that is, in essence, emotionally human in a 
mysterious and mystifying way.  
 
One thing that was noticeable in this sighting was the fact that the calf had a goal - a goal to live and survive. 
The cow’s behaviour showed compassion - a trait usually reserved to describe kind and helpful humans. 
 
 

Three is a crowd Article by Ross Couper 

 
Winter is an exciting time of year, particularly for hyenas as this is often the time of den-sites appearing and 
small cubs. It’s a time when you can covert guests to understand these incredible creatures - many people 
dislike hyenas because they are powerful, dangerous and not exactly nice to look at, but that's before they've 
seen the cubs and the interaction at a den-site. 
 
An interesting fact about hyenas is that despite their dog-like appearance they are more closely related to the cat 
family, hence the reason why the young are called cubs, not pups. 
 



As successful hunters hyenas often make a kill, only to have it stolen by lions, which are bigger. They are also 
more likely to be killed by lions, especially if separated from their clan.  
 
Hyenas are unbelievably interesting and their social units or clans are not easily interpreted. Social dominance is 
strictly matriarchal. Hyenas usually bear litters of one or two cubs and are born with their eyes open. Cubs begin 
to eat meat from kills near the den at about five months, but they are suckled for as long as 12 to 18 months - an 
unusually long time for carnivores. This is probably a necessity, as most kills are made far from the den, and 
hyenas, unlike jackals and African wild dogs, do not bring back food and regurgitate it for their young. At about 
one year cubs begin to follow their mothers on their hunting and scavenging forays. Until then, they are left 
behind at the den with a babysitting adult. 
 
This season we've been fortunate enough to view a small clan of hyenas at a den-site. There have been three 
different litters of cubs, all of which are entertaining with lots of “aah’s” and “ooh’s” as they appear through the 
openings in the termite mound.  
 

During an afternoon drive I thought it would be a 
great place to stop and observe the clan around 
the den-site. We found only one hyena lying 
outside the den. I had not been there for a few 
days and wondered if they had moved the cubs, 
but the clan returned later that evening.  
 
However, we were in for a surprise... We 
watched the young female and were shocked at 
what emerged from under her fur. A new cub! It 
was such a special moment and we felt 
privileged to see a cub this small. After a few 
minutes it snuggled back under the mother’s fur, 
out of sight.  
 
Female genitalia have a superficial similarity to 

those of the male, but they are nonetheless female organs and only the females bear and nurse young. Why 
they developed in this manner is not yet fully understood. 
 

 

Offspring Article by Ross Couper 

 

 



Imagine being nomadic, solitary and having to avoid any other territorial males in the area for approximately 
three years or more. It sounds like a tough task out in the wild. A leopard's advantage is that it's a master of 
camouflage. Young male leopards will avoid other leopards, particularly territorial males and will not roar or scent 
mark in a territorial manner. 
 
Territory sizes vary considerably, with females having smaller territories that can be under 15 square kilometres, 
whilst males can have territories up to 40 square kilometres. At Singita Sabi Sand the leopards hold smaller 
territories, where there are higher impala densities. By knowing the family tree of the leopards we have regularly 
seen that a mother leopard will move her territory sideways or decrease its size to allow daughter cubs to take 
over a portion of the territory, when they reach maturity.   

 
The young male leopard that's the Mobeni female’s previous offspring has been seen more frequently and is 
growing into a handsome predator. Without the interactions with other leopards, the young male has no scars or 
scratches on his face. We've seen him in various areas across our property, and it's always a thrill to watch him 
materialise out of the camouflage surroundings. We are looking forward to seeing more of this pretty boy as time 
progresses.  
 

 
 
 

Action-packed mornings Article by Ross Couper 

 
African wild dogs, also known as painted hunting dogs, are southern Africa’s most endangered large carnivores. 
It had been some time since we'd seen the regular pack of 11 wild dogs moving through the area, but within the 
last few weeks we received news that the pack had moved their den-site further south which meant that they 
were moving closer to our area, and that when they hunted the likelihood of them moving into our area was very 
good. Wild dogs have vast home ranges covering hundreds of square kilometres.  
 
We were delighted by a sighting of six puppies and 11 adults - what a great way to start the day and to start 
spring knowing that this pack is on the move more often now, as the puppies are old enough to move with the 
adults.  



 
 

The social interactions amongst each other are so interesting and we were in awe of what we saw. The group 
dynamics of the dogs are superficially similar to other dog species such as wolves, and only rarely are there 
displays of aggression to pack members. 

 
 



Spring is in the air Article by Daniella Kueck 

 
Spring, for me, is one of the nicest times of the year here in the Lowveld. The bush is still quite open with few 
leaves on the dormant trees from the dry, cold winter. With temperatures rising higher and higher each day, the 
warmth sparks a welcome change as new buds begin to appear on most of the vegetation. Firebreaks spring to 
life with the long awaited and more noticeable carpet of bright green grass shoots emerging from ashes, that 
cause animals to flock to these areas to indulge.  
 
This is also an exciting time for avid birders as migratory birds start to return, as well as the local birds starting to 
build new nests, or even repairing the nests from the previous season before mating begins. One very 
noticeable nest is that of the red-billed buffalo weaver, with fairly large nests scattered across the open 
landscape, built with stacks of thorny twigs at the ends of branches and in the forks of dead trees and often dead 
trees found in the middle of dams or pans. This provides added protection from any land-based threats such as 
snakes and baboons, although it isn't foolproof.  
 

 
 
They also make use of man-made structures on which to build their nests, such as telephone wires, satellite 
dishes and even windmills. The nests themselves are built by the males, either as individuals, or they team up 
and form coalitions of two. Forming harems of many females to one male (or sometimes two), the females will 
make the nesting chambers, known as lodges, within the large mass of twigs. Vultures will utilise the tops of 
these nests for themselves, which often ends up being rather beneficial to the buffalo weavers, as it keeps their 
aerial based predators, such as African harrier hawks and dark chanting goshawks, at bay. The males will 
defend their nest from other males by displaying. 



 
 
They also perform cooperative breeding, with the males and females in a flock assisting one another to raise the 
chicks. They feed together in flocks, looking for insects, scorpions, spiders, seeds and even fruits within 
relatively open grassland areas where we usually flush them out as we drive past. They also return each year to 
the same nesting sites as the year before. Red-billed buffalo weavers are not true weavers, most weavers are 
able to weave almost perfect nests, but red-billed buffalo weavers are unable to tie the initial knot needed to start 
such a nest.  
 
This change of season is the signal of new life and the approaching times of a new generation in almost every 
form in the bush. 
 
 

Black mamba versus spotted bush snake Article by Sipho Sibuyi 

 
During the afternoon game drive all was quiet when my tracker Louis noticed a spotted bush snake moving up a 
tree. Louis did a great job spotting this, as it is extremely hard to see a snake move in the foliage. While I was 
explaining to my guest about the spotted bush snake, Louis gasped and pointed towards the base of the very 
same tree that the spotted bush snake was climbing. Louis spotted a black mamba at the base of the same tree 
and it was moving up the tree following the spotted bush snake. This nail-biting event was happening only five 
metres from the Land Rover we were in. The black mamba was in hot pursuit of the spotted bush snake and as 
he was closing in on it, the spotted bush snake dropped out of the tree to the ground and into the thick bush 
where we did not see it again. The big black mamba stayed in the tree and this allowed us the opportunity to 
view this dangerous snake that had failed in capturing dinner for the afternoon.  
 
Black mambas generally hunt for rats, hyraxes, squirrels and small game birds. They can travel up to 15 km per 
hour (almost 10 miles per hour). When I left the sighting and was speaking with my guests, it was amazing to 
realise how quickly this scene had played out as none of my guests had the opportunity to grab their cameras to 
take pictures – it was all so scary, surprising and exciting! 
 
 



 
 

Great clay castles Article by Leon van Wyk 

 
It might be a little naughty of me to use this as a title for my article, for it is not entirely original. It was inspired by 
the title of a rather excellent documentary that I saw for the first time many years ago, called “Castles of Clay.” 
This really was an outstanding documentary, going some depth into the lives of termites and termitaria (termite 
mounds). 
 
Even longer ago, in my youth (now that is really a long time ago!) I read a book by Eugene Marais, entitled 'The 
Soul of the White Ant,' in which he portrays the termitarium as a whole living organism, with the various castes of 
termites within the termitarium representing the cells, tissues, organs or systems of the organism. This is an 
interesting alternative view to traditional biology, where we still prefer the more widely accepted version, that 
each individual insect is an entire living organism. 
 
While not subscribing fully to the Marais school of thought, his view certainly has highlighted the indisputable fact 
that all termites are highly organized social insects, and that the individuals of any caste are working unselfishly 
towards the greater good of the entire community. 
 
Worldwide, there are numerous species of termites, and it is not the purpose of this article to compare the 
biology of the various species, nor even to list the species that occur within Singita Sabi Sand. It is sufficient to 
mention that the three most commonly encountered species are the snouted termite, the black clay termite and 
the harvester termite, of which the snouted termite is the one which is responsible for building the large termite 
mounds which form such a prominent part of the landscape in some areas. The black clay termite mounds are 
much smaller, while the harvester termite does not build a mound as such, at all. 
 
A feature common to all termite species is the caste structure of their communities. Essentially the castes are the 
workers, the soldiers, the alates and the queen. 
 
As one might imagine, the workers do most of the 'manual' work in the termite community, such as building the 
termitaria (each termitarium is a true piece of structural engineering genius, with its specially designed cavities 
and chambers), foraging for themselves and the entire community, and tending to the queen.  
 
The role of the soldiers, of course, is to defend the colony against invasion from would-be enemies, such as ants 
that might seek to take over the structure for their own use. These soldiers are invariably somewhat larger than 
the workers, and also have disproportionately large heads, with powerful and sharp biting mouthparts (sharp 
enough to pierce the skin and draw blood from a human finger that comes too close.) 
 
The alates are the winged termites, the future reproductive individuals, which usually emerge in great numbers 
from the termitaria soon after some of the early summer rains. Sometimes incorrectly known as 'flying ants', 
these alates only fly once, using the flimsy but beautiful wings that have been developing over the past months 
specifically for this once-off flight. Known as a bridal flight or nuptial flight, it is a wonderful sight to behold. Each 
alate is equipped with two pairs of these little wings, and as the alates emerge in their thousands from the holes 
in the termitaria, they fly off to meet their destiny. Alates are of both sexes, and their purpose is to find suitable 
partners with which to pair off, shed their wings, mate and, ideally, start a new colony. In reality, not even 1% of 
the alates get as far as mating, for they are a greatly sought-after food source for a whole host of different 
animals from all the major classes of vertebrates. More about that later. Whole chapters could actually be written 
just on the alates and their value, so I definitely need to give them a little more attention later in the article. 
 
For a termite community to survive and to remain active, there needs to be a queen. A mature termite queen can 
be as large as a small pork sausage! She is immobile, and her sole function is to produce vast numbers of fertile 
eggs. This she does, and may continue to do for up to 15 years. Since she is such a valuable member of the 
community, she needs to be tended, groomed and fed, duties which are carried out faithfully by the workers for 
their whole short lives. If there is no queen, the future of the termite colony is bleak. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
Termites are a great source of food to so many creatures, from the specialist diggers like aardvark, pangolin and 
aardwolf, to the more opportunistic all-rounders like hyena, leopard and jackal, not to forget the array of frogs, 
toads and snakes that capitalize on the bounty when there is an emergence of alates. These emergences are 
sometimes known as 'termite hatches', but I personally don’t like this term, because the alates have certainly not 
just hatched. Let’s rather stick to the term 'emergence'. In previous articles I have often alluded to the fact that 
any season can be viewed to be the best season to visit the bush, for one or other reason. Early summer is no 
exception! Apart from the obvious new life that comes with the October or November rains, and the freshness in 
the vegetation, the activity associated with alate emergences is a good enough reason alone to schedule a visit 
for this time of the year. Raptor (bird of prey) activity around alate emergences can be quite incredible, with 
sometimes as many as 100 eagles being visible from a Land Rover at the same time. Eagles such as 
Wahlberg’s eagle, lesser spotted eagle, tawny eagle and Steppe eagle will often be on the ground at a termite 
alate emergence, while yellow-billed kites, fork-tailed drongos, various starlings, rollers and bee-eaters impress 
with their aerobatics, catching the hapless winged termites in flight before they have been airborne for a minute. 

Most termitaria have, in addition to the 
primary queen, several replacement or 
secondary queens. Not quite as long-lived 
as the primary queen, and also somewhat 
smaller, these reserve queens do not 
receive as much special treatment, and 
they only really become useful and 
important when the primary queen dies. It 
seems likely that the majority of these 
reserve queens do not actually become 
queens themselves, as only one 'full' queen 
is needed per colony. Should the primary 
queen die, then one of the reserves will be 
prepared for action and receive the 
necessary attention.  
 
To answer the frequently asked question, 
“How old can termite mounds be?” it is 
probably safest to give a rather vague 
answer, along the lines of, “As long as there 
is a queen that is laying fertile eggs, the 
termitarium can continue to exist and be 
active.”  There is no reason, therefore, why 
a termitarium cannot be active for as long 
as 50 years. If the queen is dead and there 
is no replacement queen able to take over, 
then the community’s days are numbered.  
Workers and soldiers have much shorter 
lives. There are tremendous numbers of 
inactive termite mounds out there, and 
many of them can clearly be seen to be 
inactive. If there is no evidence of recent 
building work having taken place, or if the 
termite mound is completely grassed over, 
chances are good that the termite mound is 
no longer active. Often large parts of a 
termite mound are inactive, especially in the 
very old termite mounds, but some building 
activity on certain sections of a mound 
would confirm that there is still life and 
activity in the mound. 
 

 



For the bird enthusiast, hours can be spent watching the activity around an emergence. For those who are not 
yet bird enthusiasts, this is often when the seed is sown for a new interest to begin and be nurtured.  
 
The colours of the rollers and bee-eaters in particular, coupled with their graceful aerobatic swoops and turns, 
will usually spark an interest even in non-birders. Even on days when there are no alates emerging from the 
termite mounds, there is often good activity with hornbills sitting on top of a newly built 'chimney' on a termite 
mound, where the earth is still damp. In the early mornings, workers and soldiers are usually very close to the 
entrances or openings at the top of these chimneys, and hornbills (particularly yellow-billed and red-billed 
hornbills) position themselves perfectly to pick off and swallow one termite after another. I would like to add at 
this point that even humans can eat termites. The alates in particular are soft and fatty, and can be fried in their 
own fat. I have tried it myself, and when fried crispy and sprinkled with just a little salt, they make a delicious and 
nutritious snack! 
 
On a cool morning, it is always quite fun to feel the warmth emanating from within these termite mounds, by 
placing an open hand just above an open chimney that is made of still-damp clay. The temperature of the air at 
this opening is around 30 degrees Celsius (86 degrees Fahrenheit), even on a really cool morning. Sometimes 
one can even see the steam above such an opening, if the combination of temperature variance and humidity is 
just right. 
 
I could go on and on, waxing lyrical and offering my own views of why early summer is such a great time to be 
here, but words and photographs alone do not do it justice. You just have to experience it for yourself! 

 

 

Getting back to the actual termite mounds, 
whether or not they are still occupied and 
used by termites, there is a tremendous 
amount of other animal activity that can, at 
various times, be available for the patient 
and observant viewer to behold. Holes or 
burrows initially dug into the termite mounds 
by termite-eaters such as aardvark, may 
later on be used as homes or places of 
refuge by a number of species, especially 
hyenas, warthogs, porcupines, jackals and 
civets. Currently in the Singita Sabi Sand 
area, the creatures most likely to dwell in 
aardvark burrows in termite mounds are the 
warthogs. Their numbers are high at present, 
a sure indicator that the bush which is their 
habitat, is in very good shape. A particular 
burrow in a termite mound will not always be 
occupied by the same individuals. Indeed, 
the occupants from one night to another 
might not even belong to the same species. 
Warthogs might return to a burrow that they 
have been using for a week or more, only to 
find that one evening it is already occupied 
by a civet or a porcupine (for example), in 
which case the warthogs might have to very 
quickly seek out a new secure place to 
spend the night. It is quite fun to watch 
warthogs enter a burrow in a termitarium – 
they almost invariably back into the termite 
mound, in so doing making sure that their 
well-armed heads (tusks facing the entrance) 
are closest to the entrance. Deep burrows 
dug by aardvarks in termite mounds also 
make perfect den sites for hyenas when they 
have young cubs.    

 



A clan of hyenas does not stay at a den on a permanent basis, but when there are young cubs, dens are used. 
Typically, a particular den may remain active for a period of weeks or months, and sometimes members of a clan 
of hyenas will switch from one den-site to another. Hyenas may vacate a particular den-site if they are attacked 
in the den area by lions, and it has even been recorded that wild dogs will displace hyenas at a den site, and use 
the same den for the raising of their own pups. 
 
Both black-backed and side-striped jackals also sometimes use holes in termite mounds as dens for the raising 
of their pups, and even leopards might sometimes temporarily use such burrows as safe places for their cubs. 
Dwarf mongooses often use the cavities in termite mounds as safe places of refuge for themselves, but they too 
will move between one termite mound and another, or between other safe havens, like holes in dead logs. 
 
Termite mounds which are inactive and are well grassed over may be visited by grazing animals, such as zebra, 
impala and white rhino. The reason for this is that the turned soil on the termite mounds often results in more 
palatable grass species growing on these mounds. Rhino, in particular, nurture these patches of favourable 
grazing, by repeatedly grazing the same patches. This has a similar effect to the regular mowing of grass – the 
defoliation stimulates good, strong re-growth. 
 
We know that cats enjoy positions of elevation, and Africa’s big cats are no exception. Lion, leopard and cheetah 
will all spend time lying on tops of prominent termite mounds, from where they can have a better view around 
them in all directions. Certain leopards, particularly males, will visit one termite mound after another, inspecting 
the various burrows for warthogs. If a leopard suspects or believes that a warthog may be within a burrow, the 
leopard will often lie patiently, waiting on the mound just above the burrow, with the intention of pouncing on a 
warthog the moment it emerges out of the burrow. Lions are sometimes less patient, and might even dig 
laboriously into the burrow to excavate any warthogs.  
 

 

There is so much life out there that is associated 
with termite mounds, and I have only just touched on 
it. It is mind-boggling to think that these great castles 
of clay, with their intricate system of cavities and 
chambers, and their ingeniously regulated 
temperature, can be built by tiny insects that are only 
a fraction of an inch long. This just shows what can 
be achieved through teamwork, where each 
individual works unselfishly and tirelessly at 
achieving something that is to the ultimate benefit of 
the whole community.   
 
We humans could take a leaf out of their book!    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                        

 



Reflecting back on winter  Article by Ross Couper 

 

 
 
 

 
 
A young kudu bull browses on the new leaf growth in spring. 

The faded light, the cool morning and the cold 
evenings after dark, are all fading with the change 
in the season. The early mornings are indeed 
early, but there is nothing better than starting 
before sunrise and driving out of the lodge, 
watching the glow on the horizon. As the sun's 
rays streak across the barren winter landscape, 
you can hear the bird chorus beginning to get 
louder, as they all reaffirm their bonds with mates 
and ensure territorial stakes are set out and 
established before starting the day.  
 
The golden light with hues of orange illuminate the 
bush giving it a unique beauty like no other.  
Imagine blue skies every morning and a crisp cool 
air that invigorates your soul to awaken you. In 
beauty like this you need to pinch yourself to know 
that you are in one of the most pristine areas of 
bushveld in Africa!  Winter was a delight, but 
summer brings her own enchantment. 
Chameleons, fireflies, the baby boom of many 
species, the smell of the earth after rainstorms. We 
cannot wait to welcome the migratory bird species, 
raucous sounds of cicadas in the midday heat and 
cacophonous sounds of toads and frogs. 
 
Summer is about to be an engulfing sensory 
overload! 
 

 



Game viewing summary for September 2014 
 

 

Lion Leopard Cheetah Elephant Buffalo Wild Dog Reedbuck 

No. of sightings 62 59 11 118 22 6 3 

 

 Lion sightings: Statistically still averaging slightly over a sighting per drive.  

 Elephant sightings: Dry conditions are very conducive to good elephant viewing along the river. Average of 
three different elephant sightings per day, for the entire month.  

 Buffalo sightings: Sightings remained stable with a variance of just five sightings from the previous month.  

 Cheetah sightings: We remain, on average, a sighting every three days or so.  

 Wild dog sightings: The exciting news is that we have been viewing a pack in the southern areas with a little 
more frequency.  

 Hyena: This, for me, is the most interesting observation this month. We have been viewing cubs of varying 
ages and to be honest, we are not 100% sure as to what exactly is going on! 

 

Predation analysis:  
 

 Leopard (3) Lion (2) Cheetah (3) 

Impala   3 

Buffalo  1  

Warthog 2   

Nyala  1  

Aardvark 1   

 

 
September highlights  Article by Mark Broodryk 

 
We are glad to report that the Xikavi female leopard is very heavily pregnant and has been considering various 
den-site options. Let’s hold thumbs that she finds a good potential 'home' for the new cubs.  
 
The female impala, wildebeest and zebra are looking decidedly 'round'. It can’t be too comfortable being 
pregnant in these hotter weather conditions we are starting to experience as we approach summer. 
 
The highlight for the month would have to be a sighting of a leopard that had killed an aardvark. Dylan managed 
to capture the leopard dragging the prey across the road before the leopard hoisted it in the tree. We very 
seldom observe aardvark in this area and the irony is that the last two records have both been due to predators 
feeding on them – maybe that’s why we don’t see them!  
 
 
 

Photographs on location by Ross Couper and Daniella Kueck 
Singita Ebony and Boulders Lodge  

Sabi Sand 
South Africa 

Thirtieth of September 2014 


